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	SUSE Linux 9 Bible, 9780764577390 (0764577395), John Wiley & Sons, 2005
If SUSE Linux 9 can do it, you can do it, too ...
    SUSE is the oldest commercial Linux distribution, favored in Europe and rapidly gaining popularity in the United States. Whether you're just discovering Linux or switching from another distribution, this comprehensive reference gives you not only the "how-to" information, but also a thorough understanding of Linux principles and possibilities. Learn to install SUSE and configure it with YaST, use the command line, set up network services, incorporate SUSE Linux into your enterprise, and so much more.    

    Inside, you'll find complete coverage of SUSE Linux 9     

	Install SUSE Linux using YaST, manual installation, or other methods     
	Explore the use of system logs and the X Window system     
	Unlock the power of the command line for text editing, package maintenance, and advanced networking     
	Implement major network services, including Web servers, mail servers, and file and print servers     
	Set up Windows® interoperability with Samba     
	Run an FTP server and work with NFS and LDAP     
	Examine enterprise architecture, explore the Linux kernel, and understand the Standard and OpenExchange servers     


About the Author
   Justin Davies has been a Linux user since the age of 15, after getting frustrated at the (lack of) features in DOS. After University, he became a technical consultant at SUSE Linux, where he became very interested in Linux on non-Intel architecture. After a stint as a Unix administrator post-SUSE, he joined the world of the value-added reseller and now works for SCC as an enterprise solutions architect, helping organizations realize that Linux is a viable business solution.
    After working as a teacher of mathematics and as deputy head of an independent school in London, Roger Whittaker discovered Linux in 1996 and became increasingly interested (some would say obsessed). When SUSE Linux opened its U.K. office in 1999, he changed careers and worked as a technical and training consultant until early 2004, when he moved to a position in London as a Linux consultant at CSF, a leading supplier of enterprise information technology solutions. He is a Council member of UKUUG, the U.K.’s Unix and Open Systems user group.    

    William von Hagen has been a Unix system administrator for over 20 years and a Linux fanatic since the early 1990s. He has worked as a systems programmer, system administrator, writer, application developer, programmer, drummer, and content manager. Bill has written books on such topics as Linux filesystems, Red Hat Linux, GCC, SGML, Mac OS X, and hacking the TiVo. He has written numerous articles on Linux, Unix, and open source topics for publications including Linux Magazine, Linux Format, and Mac Format. An avid computer collector specializing in workstations, he owns more than 200 computer systems.       
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Web Analytics 2.0: The Art of Online Accountability and Science of Customer CentricitySybex, 2009

	Adeptly address today’s business challenges with this powerful new book from web analytics thought leader Avinash Kaushik. Web Analytics 2.0 presents a new framework that will permanently change how you think about analytics. It provides specific recommendations for creating an actionable strategy, applying analytical techniques...


		

Nagios 3 Enterprise Network Monitoring: Including Plug-Ins and Hardware DevicesSyngress Publishing, 2008
Nagios is an Open Source network, hardware, and application monitoring program. It is designed to inform system administrators of problems on their networks before their clients, end-users or managers do. Nagios is a SysAdmin's best friend. Nagios is installed on over 300,000 machines worldwide, and truly is a global product: approximately 25.6% of...

		

Non-Invasive Ventilation and Weaning: Principles and Practice, Second EditionCRC Press, 2018

	
		Now in full-colour, this eagerly-anticipated second edition continues to be the most comprehensive resource available on non-invasive ventilation (NIV), both in the hospital and at home. Reflecting a global perspective with expert contributors from more than 15 countries, the book:

	
		• provides clinical examples of...






	

Beginning Serverless Computing: Developing with Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google CloudApress, 2017

	
		Learn the basics of serverless computing and how to develop event-driven architectures with the three major cloud platforms: Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud. This hands-on guide dives into the foundations of serverless computing, its use cases, and how to apply it using developer tools such as Node.js, Visual...


		

Pro J2ME Polish: Open Source Wireless Java Tools SuiteApress, 2005
Pro J2ME Polish: Open Source Wireless Java Tools Suite is written for wireless and other mobile Java programmers who want to "polish" their efficiency and acquire in-depth knowledge about programming real-world J2ME applications. It also uncovers all common device limitations and quirks, and explains how these can be...


		

Probabilistic Databases (Synthesis Lectures on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Probabilistic databases are databases where the value of some attributes or the presence of some records are uncertain and known only with some probability. Applications in many areas such as information extraction, RFID and scientific data management, data cleaning, data integration, and financial risk assessment produce large volumes of...
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